Challenges To The Deployment Of Digital Trade

Standards

1. How can we avoid that we create (too many) digital silos? (David)
2. How will the evolution of standards impact local regulation across geographies? (Hans)
3. How will data be exchanged between all the platforms that are being built? (Hans)

Role of governments

4. What is the role of governments and of international organizations in promoting blockchain? (Nicholas)
5. Can you give concrete examples of avant-gard governments? (Nicholas)
6. Do less regulated nations have an advantage to introduce potential disruptive technologies? (Donia)

International cooperation

7. Where are we on timing for the wider adoption of digitization into global trade? (H Hanna)
8. Is the WTO right to push the blockchain agenda? (Nicholas)
9. What is the role that developing economies can provide? (Donia)